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ABSTRACT: Radiative cooling to sub ambient temperatures can be efficiently achieved through 

spectrally selective emission, which until now has only been realized using complex 

nanoengineered structures. Here, a simple dip coated planar polymer emitter derived from 

polysilazane, which exhibits strong selective emissivity in the atmospheric transparency window 

of 8-13 µm is demonstrated. The 5 µm thin silicon oxycarbonitride coating has an emissivity of 

0.86 in this spectral range, owing to alignment of the frequencies of bond vibrations arising from 

the polymer. Furthermore, atmospheric heat absorption is suppressed due to its low emissivity 

outside the atmospheric transparency window. The reported structure with the highly transparent 

polymer and underlying silver mirror reflects 97% of the incoming solar irradiation. A temperature 

reduction of 6.8 °C below ambient was achieved by the structure under direct sunlight, yielding a 

cooling power of 93.7 Wm-2. The structural simplicity, durability, easy applicability and high 

selectivity make polysilazane a unique emitter for efficient prospective passive daytime radiative 

cooling structures. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Conventional cooling systems accounted for 8.5% of the total final electricity consumption and 

contributed to 1 Gt of CO2 emissions worldwide in 2019.1 Demands for conventional air 

conditioning are set to soar in hotter regions due to rising temperatures and is expected to 

exacerbate the greenhouse effect.2 Although, powering conventional air conditioners with 

renewables can reduce CO2 emissions, noise emissions from condenser units and their contribution 

to the heat island effect will pose challenges in urbanized areas.3,4 Passive radiative cooling 

technology offers substantial advantages over active cooling methods due to their ability to operate 

without or with nominal electricity requirements.5,6 The system exploits the transparency of the 

atmosphere in the mid Infrared (MIR) wavelength of 8-13 µm to expel heat from an object to space 

by radiative heat transfer using the temperature difference between earth at ~300 K and space at 

~3 K. Although cooling demands mostly peak during daytime, most conventional radiative cooling 

strategies were found to be satisfactory only for nighttime applications in absence of solar 

heating.7–10 Recently, passive daytime radiative cooling (PDRC) was realized by suppression of 

solar heating using photonic structures, which has substantially increased the research interest in 

the field of passive daytime cooling technology.11 An efficient PDRC strategy presents a 

promising, yet elegant but environmentally green and sustainable alternative to conventional active 

cooling systems for buildings. 

A prerequisite to achieve passive radiative cooling during daytime is that a structure should 

strongly reflect incoming solar irradiation in between 0.3-2.5 µm and simultaneously emit through 

the atmospheric transparency spectral window of 8-13 µm. The emissive layers for the daytime 

radiative cooling structures can be categorized into either broadband or spectrally selective 

emitters.10 Broadband emitters are characterized by high emissivity in the MIR range and therefore 
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have high radiative power throughput compared to the spectrally selective counterparts.5 The 

intrinsic high emissivity of the polymer emitters arise from the molecular vibration modes of 

functional groups of the polymeric bonds that fits to the atmospheric transparency window 

wavelength range.12 Typically, 20-200 µm thick polymer films are required to achieve high 

emissivity from the bulk material in the MIR region for a bi-layer structure.13–16 While both carbon 

based12,17–20 and silicon based13,21,22 polymers have been extensively investigated to make PDRC 

structures, a drawback of broadband emissive polymer materials is that thick polymer layers 

generally have undesired absorption due to inadequate transparency in the solar spectral range.16,23 

Additionally, due to the broadband absorption characteristic in the MIR region, polymer emitters 

absorb heat from the atmosphere and surrounding objects, limiting the sub ambient cooling 

performance during the daytime. 6,24,25 

Sub ambient cooling can be efficiently achieved by spectrally selective emitters that have high 

emissivity in the 8-13 µm spectral range and low IR absorption outside of this window. This 

ensures low atmospheric heat absorption at other wavelengths in MIR where the atmosphere does 

not allow transmission.26 Spectrally selective emitter structures are generally designed using 

nanophotonic approaches to achieve high emissivity in between 8-13 µm. This can be realized by 

modulating the emissivity spectra using Fabry-Pérot interferences5, multi-layer photonic 

crystals11,27–29, nanofibers30, grating patterns31,32 or embedded microspheres.33 All of these 

concepts implicate fabrication on nanometer precision and notable manufacturing complexity for 

larger scale production.5,26,34 Contrastingly, polymer based radiative cooling devices can be 

produced using cost-effective, industry compatible and scalable manufacturing techniques14,20 but 

a planar polymer PDRC structure exhibiting spectrally selective properties has not been reported 

yet.  
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In this paper, we demonstrate for the first time a spectrally selective planar polymer emitter 

derived from Polysilazane which was used in combination with a highly reflective 230 nm thick 

silver layer on an aluminum substrate to create a PDRC structure. Polysilazanes are silicon-based 

precursor polymers with alternating silicon and nitrogen atoms35 in its backbone and have been an 

area of intense research since the 1960’s.35,36 Substantial efforts were made to understand the 

optical properties of PSZ coatings.37–41 Recently we identified and demonstrated the high 

emissivity, optical transparency, flexibility, and protective properties against mechanical abrasion 

of silicon oxycarbonitride (SiCNO) emitter coating derived from PSZ on thin-film solar cells for 

space applications.37,42 PSZ derived coatings show outstanding mechanical sturdiness, 

hydrophobicity, chemical stability and have strong adhesive properties to most substrates even as 

cross-linked polymers.43–45 These desirable properties of the PSZ polymer coating make it an 

appealing material to be used as an emitter for PDRC applications. The thin polymer emitter layer, 

fabricated from a polysilazane (PSZ) precursor is easy to apply and has molecular vibrations that 

overlap with the 8-13 µm atmospheric transmission window exceedingly well. Using a simple 

setup, we experimentally measured a maximum temperature drop of 6.8 °C below ambient and an 

average drop of 5 °C by the aforesaid PDRC structure, corresponding to a cooling power of 93.7 

Wm-2. We illustrate the relevant properties of the PDRC structure with the SiCNO spectrally 

selective emitter in the following sections. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 1. Fabrication and structure of polysilazane polymer coating. a) Schematics showing the 

dip coating process of the polymer layer on silver coated aluminum substrate. The sample was 

introduced and hoisted from the solution at a speed of 8.3 mms-1. The wet coating was cured at 

210 °C for 1hour while hanging; b) SEM image of the FIB cross section showing the thickness of 

the SiCNO emitter layer (4.72 µm) and silver back reflector (233 nm); c) a photograph of the 

SiCNO coated PDRC structure illustrating its properties of high solar reflection (0.3-2.5 µm), high 

radiative power (8-13 µm) and suppressed downward thermal absorption from atmosphere. 

For fabricating the PDRC structure, we applied the PSZ emitter layer on a silver coated 

aluminum substrate with a simple dip coating process, as illustrated in Figure 1a (see Experimental 

Section for details). The wet coating transforms into a hardened 3D network of crosslinked 

polymer when cured at temperatures below 400 °C.35,36 To prevent spalling and damage to the 

substrate and the silver mirror the curing was performed at 210 °C in air. The cross section of the 

bi-layer PDRC structure was studied and is shown in Figure 1b, where the thickness of the emitter 

and silver reflector was measured to be 4.7 µm and 233 nm respectively. A root-mean square 

surface roughness (RMS) of about 22.8 nm was determined by AFM investigation (see 

Supplementary Figure S1). These results confirm the planar surface morphology of the SiCNO 
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emitter layer. The propitious optical properties of the spectrally selective PDRC structure are 

demonstrated in Figure 1c. The structure exhibits high solar reflectivity, high radiative power 

throughput and low IR absorption from atmosphere due to the inherent selective emissivity of the 

coating. Each feature is comprehensively studied further. 

 

Figure 2. Optical properties of the PDRC structure in the UV-VIS-NIR-MIR range. a) Reflection 

measurement from the SiCNO coated PDRC structure (in red). The blue shaded part represents 

the power absorbed by the structure under AM1.5G irradiance (orange shade); b) Emissivity of 

the PDRC structure (orange) as compared to an ideal selective emitter (dashed black) and ideal 

broadband emitter (dashed pink) along with atmospheric transmittance (shaded blue). The 

atmospheric transmittance spectrum at zenith was generated using ATRAN software for mid 

latitude summer; c) FTIR measurement (absorbance mode) from a PSZ coated silicon wafer for 
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identification of the resonance bonds. The blue shaded region equates to the primary atmospheric 

window range of 8-13 µm; d) Modeled angular dependence of emissivity (filled circles) divided 

into specific wavelength ranges along with measured emissivity (unfilled circles, categorized by 

color) from the PDRC structure is shown here to demonstrate spectral selectivity. 

The measured optical properties of the PDRC structure from the UV-Vis to MIR spectral range 

is presented in Figure 2. It can be clearly seen from Figure 2a that the reflection of light in between 

0.3 to 2.5 µm from the Ag-backed PSZ polymer structure is very high. This is beneficial to ensure 

minimum heat absorption from the Sun, as 96.9% of the incident light is reflected by the structure 

(see Equation 1 of Supplementary Text S1). The similarity in reflectance between bare silver 

reflector and the PSZ coated silver reflector reveals the high transmittance of the cured PSZ 

polymer in 0.3-2.5 µm wavelength range (see Supplementary Figure S2). The emissivity spectrum 

of the structure in between 2.5 to 20 µm, measured with a gold integrating sphere is shown in 

Figure 2b together with the generated atmospheric transmittance spectra from the ATRAN 

model.46 All subsequent analysis was carried out with this atmospheric data. The emissivity curve 

from the structure fits well to the desired wavelength selectivity of an ideal selective emitter, which 

has ε=1 in between 8-13 µm and ε=0 below 8 µm and above 13 µm (dashed black line in Figure 

2b).  

The cause of high emissivity of the SiCNO emitter can be explained by vibrational bond analysis 

as shown in the FTIR spectra of a coated silicon wafer in absorbance mode (Figure 2c). The major 

vibrational peaks from the FTIR spectra of the polymer coating were identified and the 

atmospheric spectral transmission window is marked in blue. The peaks at ~3382 cm-1, ~2970 cm-

1, ~2166 cm-1 are associated to N-H stretching, C-H symmetric stretching and Si-H asymmetric 

stretching respectively.43,45. They are also known as the reactive species since they take part in the 
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crosslinking reaction during thermal curing. The peak at 1272 cm-1 represents the corresponding 

bending vibrations of Si-CH3 which is the non-hydrolysable group of polysilazane that does not 

take part in the crosslinking reaction.47 The peak around ~436 cm-1 originates from the Si-O 

rocking vibrations.37 The fingerprint region (1500-600cm-1) includes the vibration of the functional 

groups, which also happens to coincide with the atmospheric transmittance window. The relative 

broad peak system seen in between 1180-970 cm-1 with the prominent peak at ~1038 cm-1 is from 

the Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching, whereas the peaks at ~906 cm-1 and ~784 cm-1 stems from the 

Si-N-Si stretching and Si-C stretching in the oligosilsesquioxane network, have their vibrational 

frequency within the primary atmospheric window (highlighted in blue).43,47 This allows efficient 

heat emission by the structure into space without being absorbed by the atmosphere.12 The spectral 

selectivity of the SiCNO emitter is illustrated in Figure 2d, by splitting the emissivity into 3 

wavelengths ranges. The emissivity for each range was calculated using Equation (1)  

ελ1−λ2
= 

∫ (1-R(λ)).IBB(T,λ)dλ
λ2

λ1

∫ IBB(T,λ)dλ
λ2

λ1

 (1) 

where, λ1 and λ2 are the limits of the wavelength range under study, R(λ) is the reflection spectra 

and IBB(λ) is the spectral irradiance of a blackbody at a temperature of T=300 K. The angular 

emissivity from the modeled spectra is in good accordance with the measured angular emissivity 

as can be seen from the overlapping of the filled and unfilled circles. The first spectral range of 8-

13 µm denotes the atmospheric window where an emitter should have ideally ε=1 at all angles. In 

this range the polymer emitter has ε of 0.86 at zenith. In the second spectral range of 2.5-8 µm, the 

SiCNO emitter exhibits low emissivity of only 0.23, whereas in the third spectral range of 13-17 

µm the emitter has emissivity of 0.51 at zenith. An ideal emitter would have ε=0 in both 2.5-8 µm 

and 13-17 µm as emission is not desired outside the atmospheric transparency window. The 
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emissivity of the PDRC structure is highest at the surface normal and starts decreasing significantly 

after 60° (Figure 2d). This compliments well when the emitter is laid horizontally facing the sky 

as the atmosphere is most transparent at the zenith and least at horizon. Having analyzed the optical 

properties of the PDRC structure, we conducted an outdoor experiment to verify the passive 

cooling behavior of the structure. 

 

Figure 3. Outdoor experiment showing the cooling performance. a) Schematic of the experimental 

setup showing the petri dish enclosure; b) A photograph of the sample inside the petri dish 

enclosure as was taken on the day of experiment; c) Sky camera image from the meteorological 

station next to the experiment (at the time of highest irradiance, 14:03 hrs.) demonstrating a clear 

sky; d) Plot showing wind speed measurements and relative humidity during the experiment time; 

e) Plot showing temperature measurements from the experiment along with measured global 
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horizontal irradiance and relative humidity. The time of highest GHI and highest temperature drop 

(Ta-Ts, Ta= ambient, Ts=sample) are annotated and marked with purple dotted lines.  

The outdoor rooftop experiment was performed on a hot summer day with clear sky conditions 

in Oldenburg, Germany (N53°09'05.1" E8°10'01.1"). A petri dish, covered by a polyethylene foil 

was used as an enclosure (Figure 3a), to reduce the convection losses. Based on previous studies 

with similar experimental setups, we assumed the value of thermal co-efficient for the parasitic 

non radiative contribution (hc) to be 10 Wm-2K-1.15,27,48 Strategically placed Pt100 sensors were 

used to measure the inner ambient temperature of the enclosure and the sample temperature (see 

Experimental Section for details). During the experiment the effect of wind remained negligible 

as can be verified from the wind velocity measurement plot in Figure 3d. The smooth global 

horizontal irradiance (GHI) curve (black line in Figure 3e) in between 11:00 hrs. and 17:30 hrs. 

(local time) is indicative of a clear sky. The petri dish setup was temporarily covered with a piece 

of aluminum foil before it was opened to view the sky. The steep drop in the temperature of the 

structure below the ambient temperature, on exposure to sky, is a proof of its radiative cooling 

properties. The device performed steadily throughout the day and an average temperature drop of 

5 °C was observed throughout the experimental period. Even with the GHI reaching its peak of 

761 Wm-2 around 14:03 hrs. the sample was 6 °C colder than the ambient temperature. A maximum 

drop of 6.8 °C at 16:29 hrs. was achieved. The dependence of radiative cooling on the relative 

humidity of the surrounding air can also be observed from the rooftop experiment. The maximum 

temperature drop coincides with the period of the day with low relative humidity i.e., less than 40 

%. Around 17:30 hrs. the wind-speed increased and clouds started to appear which resulted in 

fluctuation of the GHI and an increase of the relative humidity. Presumably, with interferences 

from the clouds, the atmospheric transmittance window was suppressed resulting in a decrease in 
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the difference between ambient and the sample temperature. In the following section, we analyze 

the cooling capability of the prepared structure using an analytical model. 

 

Figure 4. Cooling power analysis. a) Analysis of the cooling power from a SiCNO PDRC 

structure. The grey dashed line denotes the highest temperature drop of 6.8 °C seen during the 

outdoor experiment; b) Analysis showing net emissive power versus emitter temperature of 

different theoretical blackbodies. 

A structure exposed to the Sun and sky during the day experiences multiple heat exchanges with 

the surrounding environment. The net cooling power (Pcool) from the structure can be calculated if 

all individual energy flows are known using the following formula. 11 

Pcool (T)= Prad (Tcooler)-Psun-Patm-Pcond+conv (2) 

Where, Prad, Psun, Patm, Pcond+conv is the radiative power throughput from the structure, the absorbed 

solar irradiance, the absorbed power from the environment in MIR and parasitic heat loss due to 

the conduction and convection to the environment respectively. Having analyzed each component 

(see Supplementary Text S1) of the energy balance equation (Equation (2)) we can then determine 

the cooling power and therefore the efficacy of the structure. The measured ambient temperature 

at 16:29 hrs, where the highest temperature drop was recorded, was used for the analysis. The 

cooling potential of the above described PDRC structure is studied in Figure 4a. The maximum 
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cooling power, or the power at which Ts-Ta=0, was calculated to be 93.7 Wm-2. The intersection 

of the hc lines with the axis Pcool=0, determines the lowest achievable equilibrium temperature for 

the emitter. With hc= 10 Wm-2K-1 we arrive at an equilibrium point which is close to 6.8 °C 

(marked in dotted lines), which validates our analytical model to the experimental results. While 

a direct comparison of our results with published literature is inadequate due to different 

experimental conditions, the model predicts an equilibrium temperature of 9.5°C could be 

achieved with previously published experimental enclosure designs (with hc= 6.9 Wm-2K-1).11,27 

The influence of the parasitic heat losses and enclosure design on the emitter temperature becomes 

conspicuous as the equilibrium temperature decreases significantly with lower hc values. With a 

vacuum enclosure (hc→0 Wm-2K-1), the model predicts that the PDRC structure can cool down to 

around 33 °C below ambient. The net cooling power (Pcool – Pcond+conv - Psun) of the ideal selective 

and ideal broadband blackbody is shown in Figure 4b for comparison. For the theoretical 

blackbodies, Psun was assumed to be zero. It is worth mentioning that under vacuum, an ideal 

selective emitter can reach a minimum temperature (equilibrium point around 64 °C below 

ambient) much lower than a broadband blackbody (equilibrium point around 25 °C below ambient) 

even though the net cooling power of the ideal broadband emitter is higher.  

The experiments demonstrated here show that a polysilazane based passive daytime cooling 

structure can combine the cost effectiveness of polymer coatings with good spectral selectivity, 

that has until now only been achieved using complex structures. A highlight of the PSZ emitter 

layer is that the vibrations from the functional groups in the fingerprint region coincides precisely 

(Figure 2c) with the atmospheric window (8-13 µm) making it an ideal selective polymer emitter 

for PDRC. The 5 µm planar SiCNO emitter, has high emissivity of 0.86 in between 8-13 µm due 

to the vibration modes from the Si-O-Si, Si-N-Si and Si-C bonds originating from the polymer 
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network. Therefore it is able to efficiently emit heat into space without being absorbed by the 

atmosphere and fits the emitter criteria for PDRC strcuture.12 As the polymer emitter layer in our 

structure is orders of magnitude thinner than previous reported polymer based PDRC structures, 

the intrinsic absorption outside the fingerprint region is small.13,14,20 This is beneficial since we 

can avoid radiation exchange and therefore minimize the heating between the sample and the 

atmosphere and surrounding objects in the MIR range. It allows the structure to reach a thermal 

equilibrium which is below ambient temperature as justified by the cooling power analysis.6 This 

further confirms the hypothesis that a selective emitter would be better suited for sub ambient and 

even sub-freezing temperatures since the end equilibrium temperature is of vital interest.49 

Implicitly, this initial study with PSZ emitter also indicates towards better enclosure designs and 

finding substitute reflector materials for significantly improved cooling performances and cost-

competitiveness. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we demonstrate for the first time a passive daytime radiative cooler with a 

spectrally selective silicon oxycarbonitride emitter derived from polysilazane precursor polymer. 

A simple bi-layer structure with silver as back reflector and the thin SiCNO emitter layer was 

designed. Unlike other broadband polymer emitters, the SiCNO coating exhibits low emissivity 

outside the atmospheric transparency window resulting in a reduced atmospheric absorption, 

providing the required selective emission for sub-ambient cooling. The high transparency of the 

polymer layer in the solar spectrum of 0.3-2.5 µm allows reflection of 97% from the PDRC 

structure, which drastically reduces the solar heat absorption. In an outdoor experiment, we 

observed a reduction of the sample temperature by 6.8 °C below ambient under direct solar 

irradiation, corresponding to a cooling power of 93.7 Wm-2 from the structure and confirming the 
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outstanding cooling performance in compliance to the remarkable optical properties of the PSZ 

emitter layer. This simple bi-layer structure with the thin planar emitter and easy application 

process, can eliminate the complex fabrication approaches required to achieve spectral selective 

emission. We anticipate that polysilazane derived coatings will play an important role in residential 

and industrial cooling applications due to simplicity of the structure, its tenability and industrial 

scalability.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Sample preparation: A silver layer of 230 nm was deposited by electron beam evaporation 

(DREVA LAB 450, VTD) on 4 mm thick polished Aluminum plates procured from Alanod GmbH 

&Co. Kg, Germany. Durazane 1800 purchased from Merck KGaA, Germany was used as 

precursor and Di-n-butyl ether procured from Fisher Scientific GmbH, Germany was used as the 

solvent. A solution was prepared by mixing Durazane 1800 (50 wt.%) and di-n-butyl ether (50 

wt.%) in a glass flask. The solution was then transferred into a closed glass bottle and kept in a 

magnetic stirrer with a stir bar for mixing overnight at room temperature. The precursor solution 

was left standing for 10 minutes in a beaker while covered with a petri dish, in order to remove the 

bubbles that arose while pouring the solution from the bottle. The samples were cleaned with 

pressurized air to remove any visible particulates sticking on the surface. Dip coating was carried 

out under a fume hood at room temperature using an in-house built variable speed dip coater 

machine. The 2.5 cm x 10 cm substrates were vertically inserted and hoisted out from the solution 

at a speed of 8.3 mms-1 and cured for 1 hour at 210 °C while hanging. The samples were set aside 

to cool down naturally (see Supplementary Figure S3 for coating on a flexible substrate). A 

polished silicon wafer was coated similarly to study the bond evolution in the coating.  
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Characterization: A focused ion beam (FIB) was used to create a cross-section of the structure. 

The thickness was measured with a Zeiss scanning electron microscope (SEM). The reflectivity of 

the samples in the solar spectrum of 250 nm to 2500 nm was measured using an Agilent Cary 5000 

spectrometer with an integrating sphere. A Brucker Vertex 80V FTIR spectrometer with a gold 

integrating sphere was used to measure the reflectivity of the sample in the MIR range of 2.5 µm 

to 20 µm. Angular reflection of the sample in the MIR range between 2.5 µm and 20 µm was 

measured in between 30°-80° using a VeeMAX II accessory from Pike Technology in a separate 

PerkinElmer Spectrum 400 FTIR spectrometer. A gold reference was used as a standard. 

Optical and Analytical Modeling: An optical model of the PDRC structure was prepared in the 

Coating Designer (Scout/CODE) software by W. Theiss using experimental measurements. 

Refractive index data of Ag from the included optical constant database was used.50 The insulating 

polysilazane emitter layer was modeled with extended harmonic oscillators representing the bond 

vibrations in the IR region as suggested by the Model selection criteria for CODE.51 The modeled 

reflection spectra were then fitted to experimental spectra where the individual oscillator strength, 

frequency and damping were adjusted forming a feedback loop (see Supplementary Figure S4 for 

modelled emissivity spectra). The analytical model to determine the cooling power was prepared 

in python with suggestions taken from wptherml package and the graphs demonstrated were 

prepared using matplotlib and Origin 9.1.52 

Outdoor experiment setup: A simple glass petri dish enclosure with thin polyethylene film of 13 

µm thickness as convective barrier and Styrofoam insulators were used to carry out the outdoor 

experiment. Calibrated class A Pt100 sensors with 4 wire configurations were used to record the 

temperature. An Agilent 34972A LXI data acquisition unit connected to a laptop was used to 

monitor the temperature every 5 seconds. The enclosure was placed horizontally facing the sky on 
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an inverted glass beaker, without any shading or beaming attachments. The measurements were 

carried out on the rooftop of German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Networked Energy 

System (N53°09'05.1" E8°10'01.1") on 10.08.2020. See Supplementary Figure S5 for nighttime 

performance on a winter day. The RH and wind speed were collected from DLR’s permanent 

weather station 136m away from the place of experiment, whereas GHI was measured from 

another station situated 400m away. 
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Figure S1. AFM image from a 50 µm x 50 µm area showing the planar morphology of the emitter 

surface. The RMS surface roughness was calculated to be 22.8 nm. 

 

 

Figure S2. Absorption of light by the SiCNO coating compared to bare silver. a) Reflection spectra 

comparison of 233nm bare silver with a 5 µm SiCNO coated on silver structure. Under AM1.5 the 

value of Psun was calculated to be 22.31 Wm-2 whereas with the SiCNO coating it increases to 

30.7 Wm-2. b) Emissivity of silver as compared to the SiCNO coated silver structure (same as 

Figure 2). At some wavelengths the bare silver sample had higher reflection than the gold standard 

causing emissivity to be slightly below zero. 
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Supplementary Text S1. Description of equations governing the radiative cooling performance 

The absorbed power by the structure due to incident solar irradiation can be calculated as: 

Psun=A ∫ IAM1.5(λ)
∞

0

ε(λ,θsun)dλ (1) 

Where IAM1.5(λ) is the reference solar irradiance AM1.5G and ε(λ,θsun) is the absorptivity in 

the solar spectrum, since spectral emissivity and absorptivity are equal according to Kirchhoff’s 

Law. Solving Equation (1 using the measured reflection spectra shown in Figure S2a, Psun was 

calculated to be 30.7 Wm-2 for the radiative cooler stack under full AM1.5 radiation. For the 

rooftop experiment the structure is expected to have lower Psun since the peak solar irradiation was 

761.9 Wm-2. The radiative power throughput from the PDRC structure can be calculated using the 

below equation: 

Prad(Tcooler)=A2π ∫ ∫ IBB(T,λ)
∞

0

ε(λ,θ)sin(θ)cos(θ)dλdθ

π
2

0

 (2) 

Where IBB(T,λ) is the spectral irradiance of a blackbody at temperature T, ε(λ,θ) is the angular 

spectral emissivity, A is the area of the structure and θ is the zenith angle. Using the angular 

emissivity spectra from the structure, Prad was calculated to be 194.5 W.m-2 at 300K. The impact 

of the atmosphere on the sample and the absorbed power by the sample due to the atmospheric 

downward IR radiation can be further understood from the following equation: 

Patm(Tamb) =A2π ∫ sin(θ)cos(θ)dθ

π
2

0

∫ IBB(Tamb,λ)
∞

0

ε(λ,θ)εatm(λ,θ)dλ (3) 

Where Tamb is the ambient temperature, εatm(λ,θ) is the angle dependent emissivity of the 

atmosphere which is determined by εatm(λ,θ) =1- t(λ)
1

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, where t(λ) is the atmospheric 

transmittance in the zenith. Considering the temperature of the atmosphere and the structure to be 

300K and utilizing the angular emissivity, Patm was calculated to be 103.6 W.m-2 by solving 
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Equation (3. The parasitic losses due to conduction and convection can be estimated with the below 

equation: 

Pcond+conv=A hc(Tambient-Tsample) (4) 

Where hc is the lumped thermal co-efficient for the parasitic non-radiative contribution due to 

the temperature difference between ambient and the PDRC structure.  

 

Figure S3 Picture showing the flexible coating property of the PSZ coating. A 5 cm x 5 cm piece 

of Aluminum foil was coated with PSZ. The coated and uncoated part of the sample is illustrated 

with a yellow line as it is only visible under close inspection due to high transparency of the 

coating. The sample was bent around a bending diameter of 15 mm without any observable cracks 

or spalling of the coating.  
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Figure S4 Modelled emissivity (at 45°) spectra of the PDRC device based on thickness variation.  

  

Figure S5 Outdoor temperature measurement of the sample during a winter night (02-03-2021). 

The experiment was done with the same sample and in the same location as mentioned in the 

manuscript. Sunset was recorded at 18:07 hrs. (local time), after which a steep drop of the ambient 

temperature can be observed. The sample temperature reached to 0 °C when ambient was 2 °C. 

During the measurement time the sample was ~2°C cooler than ambient under humid conditions. 
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